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Numen transforms organizations with its
next-generation ECM platform.
The Easyfolder platform brings simplicity, security and performance to all
processes thanks to its modern, fully open and modular design.
Numen is proud to announce the large-scale commercialization of its new content
management platform developed over several years in Agile methodology. Built on a 100%
CMIS server core, based on a powerful EDM (Electronic Document Management) engine
and architected by service layers (micro services), this platform provides answers tailored to
the most diverse customer issues. Depending on the process, the platform calls on demand
capturing services, OCR, workflows, checks on documents and repositories, electronic
signature, issuance of letters, archiving and secure consultation ... A unique platform,
countless possibilities!
Meeting new needs
Faced with the explosion of structured and unstructured content, the growing need for secure
data and processing (GDPR), the development of analytics, the constant search for
operational efficiency and customer satisfaction, the content services platforms stand out as
a key factor in any successful digital transformation.
“EDM solutions have been a key element of information systems for years. Today, in the
cloud computing age, the transition from a monolithic EDM, more or less connected and
reserved for one or two business units to an agile ECM solution totally interconnected with
the rest of the business tools is a necessity.” said Laurent Richardeau, Deputy General
Manager at Numen Solutions, before adding: “We see it every day with our customers, the
objective is always simple: deploy transversal processes and accelerate, or even automate,
treatments and collaboration between the various internal or external stakeholders.”
Bringing Content and Data closer
"Bringing together Content Management and Data Management through a single platform
and optimizing the process of capturing information, digitizing processes and securing data
and documents is the promise of Easyfolder ECM. And there are many use cases:
suscribing, financing, HR on-boarding, customer care, purchasing and accounting... "
explained Marc Le Vernoy, CEO of Numen Group.
Reconcile business and IT departments
The Easyfolder ECM platform attracts both business and IT professionals thanks to its SaaS
first design, its APIs, its modules and its independent micro services.
From an IT point of view, Easyfolder considerably simplifies the work of the IT department
by allowing to connect and disconnect in a few days, by making the integration more fluid,
by guaranteeing the interoperability of the systems between them, while increasing the
overall security of the information system.
As far as business lines are concerned, deployment projects are counted in days instead of
months, data and documents are easily accessible, available at any time, from any location,
from any device. Intuitive interfaces make the work nice and enhance productivity.

About Numen
As a service provider of IT solutions, hosting and dematerialisation, Numen is committed to
working with their customers in their digital transformation projects, optimising customer
relations and back offices, managing their documents and enhancing their cultural and
sensitive contents. With 980 experienced employees, Numen is a reliable technological
partner for more than 500 clients, varying form banking, insurance, real estate, medical,
publishing, distribution, culture, industry, human resources, as well as European institutions
and public organisations. With 50 years of expertise and 16 locations in France and Europe,
the company has an annual turnover in excess of 65 million euros.
For further information:
www.numen.fr/en/ - http://www.linkedin.com/company/numen/
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